
Cloud Expert Advisory provides
recurring architecture and cloud
consulting services to drive continuous
optimization and evolution of our
client’s products & services leveraging
cloud-based solutions.

We offer a cloud technology, strategy
& architecture owner to assist with
managing tactical & strategic change
within their organizations including
guidance and recommendations for
clients existing or planned cloud
initiatives.

Bronze and Silver tiers provide
primarily tactical engagements,
providing technology and architecture
guidance to support architecture
challenges as new projects and
initiatives are onboarded to the cloud.

The Gold and Platinum tiers build on
the lower tiers by including
enablement and consulting activities
further supporting clients in their cloud
transformation, adoption strategy,
security, governance, software
development lifecycle, etc. These are
delivered using our cloud consulting
sprints or workshops to ensure
alignment on outcomes and
deliverables.

Expert Advisory
Cloud Managed Services

Outcome Benefits

Continuously supporting the client
in the decision-making process
through peer-to-peer engagements
and guide best practices

Ensures the most efficient use of cloud-
based solutions 

Helping to optimize and evolve your cloud transformation plan and deployment

Offering enterprise delivery on
a global scale 

Available in four service tiers which have
been structured to compliment the size,
scale, and complexity of the client's use
of public cloud.  

Stay afloat in a fast-moving,
dynamic, environment

Respond rapidly to meet business
demands with advice and help from our
team of experts 

Drive quick and efficient
deployments

With a predefined approach & tools that
provide quality and agility, based on
standardized blueprinted solutions

Includes monthly recurring fixed price, fixed scope 
 service tiers, accommodating a range of activities 

Consult Plan Execute Operate &
Optimize



NTT holds the top level of Managed Cloud partnership with
Microsoft, as well as world class, Global Data Center, Network
& Managed Services capabilities. We also hold the highest
accreditations in security & compliance. 

Regular calls with the client to review new requirements for consulting,
managed services or general technology scoping.
Documentation of any new requirements.
Governance Forums - technology, strategy and architecture reviews.
Continuous Optimization (Technical insight into cloud provider
recommendations (security, cost, reliability, architecture) and assessing
overall impact.

Cloud Consulting Sprints to address focus on areas such as application
architecture, operating model, networking architecture, security, etc.
Support documenting blueprints and/or standards which are either new
or adapted from "on-premises" existing standards.
Enablement Sessions - performing enablement services such as
workshops and/or formal training designed to assist the client's adoption
of new services and cloud technologies.
Benchmarking - Discuss alternatives and industry patterns around a
specific challenge (e.g., security suite, continuous deployment tool, etc.).
Proof of Concepts - As part of a benchmarking or as a standalone
activity, build a proofs of concept for a solution/service/3rd party tool.

All tiers:

Additionally in Gold & Platinum tiers:

How do we deliver?

*

What's in the service? 

Get in touch

If you would like to know
more about our Managed
Cloud services and sprints,
please speak to your client
manager or contact us at
hello.global.ntt

Define Service Tier Action Plan Execute

NTT to advise which Cloud
Expert Advisory Tier is
most relevant to the client
based on its requirements,
scope of the engagement
and our experience.

An initial activity is performed
with the client to understand
the key priorities, IT roadmap
and requirements. This is
shaped into an Action Plan
and maintained with the client
for future direction.

The team executes and
delivers against the plan. The
focus is on the outcomes the
client and NTT have jointly
defined.


